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ABSTRACT
In 2003, N. De Grande-De Kimpe, 1. Kakol and C. Perez-Garcia using r-frames and some machinery
concerning tensor products proved that compactoid sets in non-archimedean (LM)-spaces (i.e. the
inductive limits of a sequence of non-archimedean metrizable locally convex spaces) are metrizable.
In this paper we show a similar result for a large class of non-archimedean locally convex space with
a .c-base, i.e. a decreasing base (Ua)aENN of neighbourhoods of zero. This extends the first mentioned
result since every non-archimedean (LM)-space has a 'c-base. We also prove that compactoid sets in
non-archimedean (DF)-spaces are metrizable.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the interesting and important problems, both from topology and functional
analysis, concerns metrizability of compact sets. Although the Eberlein-Smulian
theorem clarifies the sequential behaviour of weakly compact sets in many locally
convex spaces (l.c.s.) (over the field of either real or complex numbers), it gives no
information about metrizability ofcompact sets. There are several particular results
dealing with metrizablility of compact sets in concrete classes of l.c.s. H.H. Pfister
[21] and M. Valdivia [28] proved metrizability of precompact sets in (DF)-spaces
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and dual metric spaces, respectively (by a dual metric space we mean the strong
dual ofa metrizable I.c.s.). The same result has been proved for (LF)-spaces (and
then for (LM)-spaces) by B. Cascales and 1. Oruhuela [2] and [3].
In [3] B. Cascales and 1. Orihuela generalized all mentioned results by show-
ing that in a large class (!) (including all dual metric spaces, (D F)-spaces and
(LM)-spaces) every precompact set is metrizable. A short and elementary proof
of this result has been shown in [15]. There are however I.c.s. not in class (!) for
which the same conclusion holds, for example the spaces Cp(X) of continuous
real-valued maps on an uncountable completely regular Hausdorff space X are not
in class (!) (see [4]) but for many concrete compact spaces X every compact set
in Cp(X) is metrizable, see [1]. In [15] it is provided a general result stating that
weakly bounded sets in a I.c.s. E are weakly metrizable iff the strong dual of E is
trans-separable. This yields several concrete well-known cases.
The problem becomes more involved when the field JR or C is replaced by
a non-archimedean one lK. In I.c.s. over non-archimedean valued fields the pre-
compactness is a restrictive concept. For example if lK is not locally compact,
convex precompact sets are reduced to a single point. In the non-archimedean
case L. Gruson and M. van der Put introduced the concept of compactoidness,
see [23, p. 134]. This notion for non-archimedean metrizable spaces over a locally
compact non-archimedean field lK just coincides with the precompactness (see
[23, Example 4.S, p. 134]). In [26] WHo Schikhof proved that an absolutely
convex subset A of a I.c.s. E is a metrizable compactoid set if and only if there
exists a sequence (x n ) in E which converges to zero and A C co{xn : n EN}.
C. Perez-Garcia [20] obtained another result ofthis type in terms ofthe seminormed
space E~. She proved that for a I.c.s. with the Hahn-Banach Extension Property
a compactoid set A is metrizable if and only if the dual E' endowed with the
seminorm II filA := sup{lf(x)l: x E A} is of countable type.
N. De Grande-De Kimpe, 1. Kakol and C. Perez-Garcia using t-frames and
some machinery concerning tensor products proved that compactoid sets in non-
archimedean (LM)-spaces are metrizable ([12, Theorem 3.1]; see also [9, Theo-
rem 2.4.3]).
In the present paper we continue this (non-archimedean) line of research and
we provide a larger class of non-archimedean I.c.s. for which every compactoid
set is metrizable. Developing some ideas of [12] we show that this happens for
any I.c.s. E with a £-base, i.e. a decreasing base (Ua)aENN of neigbourhoods
of zero (Theorem 10). This extends the mentioned result for (LM)-spaces [12,
Theorem 3.1], since every (LM)-space has a 1:-base (Corollary 11). Theorem 10
motivates us to investigate typical stability properties of the class 1: of all I.c.s.
with a 1:-base. We show that the class 1: is stable by subspaces, countable
products, countable inductive and projective limits, and countable direct sums
(Propositions 13-15). Since countable projective limits of (LM) -spaces need not be
(LM)-spaces, our Theorem 10 essentially improves the main result of[12]. It is not
known whether any (D F)-space belongs to the class 1:. Nevertheless we provide an
independent argument showing that compactoid sets in (D F)-spaces are metrizable
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(Theorem 19). This provides a non-archimedean counterpart of H.H. Pfister result
mentioned above.
Developing some ideas of the proof of [12, Lemma 1.1], we show that com-
pactoid sets in a polar 1.c.s. E are metrizable if and only if the space E~ =
(E', c(E', E» is of countable type (Theorem 2). Next, using t-frames (see [13])
we show that a 1.c.s. E is of countable type if it has a compactoid resolution
i.e. an increasing family (Aa)aENN of compactoid sets such that UaENN A a = E
(Proposition 5). If the sets Aa are only bounded we call such resolution bounded.
Since every metrizable 1.c.s.has a bounded resolution (see the proofofCorollary 6),
the last fact combined with the previous one yields the following known result [13,
Theorem 3.1]: Every Frechet-Montel space is ofcountable type.
Finally we prove that a metrizable 1.c.s. is ofcountable type if and only if it admits
a compactoid resolution if and only if it admits a strong compactoid resolution, i.e. a
compactoid resolution (A a )aENN such that every compactoid set A in E is contained
in Aa for some a E NN (Theorem 21). This provides a non-archimedean counterpart
of a classical Christensen's result [5, Theorem 3.3].
In this paper all linear spaces are over a non-archimedean non-trivially valued
field lK which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation I . I :lK -+
[0,00). For fundamentals of Hausdorff locally convex spaces (1.c.s.) and normed
spaces we refer to [24], [19] and [23].
2. PRELIMINARIES
We start with some necessary notions and definitions. The field lK is spherically
complete if any decreasing sequence of closed balls in lK has a non-empty
intersection.
Let Hoc. denote the set {a ElK: lal ~ I}. Let E be a linear space over K
The linear span of a subset A of E is denoted by [A].
A set AcE is absolutely convex if for any a, f3 E Hoc. and any x, yEA we have
ax + f3y E A. If AcE then the set
co A ={tcaai: n EN, ai, ... , an E Bx, at, ... , an E AI
1=1
is the smallest absolutely convex subset of E that contains A (and it is called an
absolutely convex hull of A).
A seminorm on E is a function p: E -+ [0,00) such that p(ax) = lalp(x) for all
a ElK, X E E and p(x + y) ~ max{p(x), p(y)} for all x, y E E.
A seminorm p on E is a norm ifker p = {O}.
For any seminorm p on E the map p: Ep -+ [0,00), x + ker p -+ p(x) is a norm
on E p = (E / ker p).
Let E be a 1.c.s. over K, i.e. a linear space over K endowed with a linear Hausdorff
topology defined by a family of seminorms on E. The set of all continuous
seminorms on E is denoted by P(£).
We shall say that a 1.c.s. E is offinite type if for any p E peE) the space E p is
finite-dimensiona1. A l.c.s. E is said to be of countable type if for any p E peE)
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the normed space (Ep , jj) contains a linearly dense countable subset. Clearly a
metrizable l.c.s. E is of countable type if and only if it contains a linearly dense
countable subset.
A metrizable complete l.c.s. is called a Frechet space. A normable Frechet space
is called a Banach space. Recall that an infinite-dimensional Banach space E of
countable type is isomorphic to the Banach space Co of all sequences in lK converg-
ing to zero with the sup-norm [23].
By an (LM)-space we mean a l.c.s, E which is the inductive limit ofan inductive
sequence (En) of metrizable l.c.s.; for details we refer the reader to [9].
The topological dual of a l.c.s, E is denoted by E'. For a subset A of E we set
AO = {f E E': 1!(x)1 :::; 1 for x E A}. For a set B C E' of E' we define °B = {x E
E: 1!(x)1 :::; 1 for! E B}.
A subset A of a l.c.s. E is polar if O(AO) = A. A l.c.s. E is polar if for any
p E pee) there exists q E pee) with q ~ p such that the set {x E E: q(x) ::;; I} is
polar. A subset B of a l.c.s, E is compactoid if for any neighbourhood U of 0 in E
there exists a finite subset S of E such that B C U + co S.
A Frechet space E is said to be a Frechet-Montel space if every bounded subset
of E is compactoid.
A set B in a l.c.s. E is bornivorous if it absorbs every bounded subset of E.
Let B(E) denote the family of all bounded subsets of a l.c.s. E. The strong dual
of a l.c.s. E, that is the topological dual E' of E endowed with the topology
b(E', E) of the uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E, is denoted by
E~. The topological dual E' of a l.c.s. E endowed with the topology c(E', E) of
the uniform convergence on compactoid subsets of E (respectively, the weak-star
topology a(E', E» is denoted by E~ (respectively, E~). The weak topology of a
l.c.s, E we denote by aCe, E').
Let E and F be l.c.s. The space of all linear continuous maps from E to F is
denoted by L(E, F). An operator T E L(E, F) is an isomorphism if T is injective,
surjective and the inverse map T- 1 is continuous. E is isomorphic to F (E ~ F) if
there exists an isomorphism T : E ---* F.
3. RESULTS
We start with the following useful fact.
Lemma 1. Let A be an absolutely convex compactoid set in a polar space E. Then
for every E > 0 and every! E [A]' there exists 1 E E' such that I!(a) - l(a)1 < E
Jorall a E A.
Proof. Let E > 0 and let! E [A]'. Then for some continuous polar seminorm p on
E we have If(x)1 ::;; p(x) for every x E [A]. Put
U = {x E E: p(x) < E/(E + I)}
and let a ElK with lal > 1. By [16, Theorem 4.1] (or [24, Lemma 8.1]), there
exists a finite subset S C aA with A C U + co S. Clearly, [S] is a finite-dimensional
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subspace of [A]. By [18, Corollary 2.2], there exists fEE' with fl[S] = fl[S] such
that
If(x)1 ~ (E + 1)p(x)
for all x E E. Leta EA. Then for some u E U andd E [S] we have a = u +d. Hence
u E [A] and
If(a) - f(a)1 = If(u) - f(u)1 ~ (E + l)p(u) < E.
Thus If(a) - f(a)l < E for all a E A. This completes the proof. 0
Using Lemma I and some ideas from the proof of [12, Lemma 1.1] we shall
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For a polar l.c.s. E the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) Every compactoid set in E is metrizable.
(b) E~ is ofcountable type.
Proof. (a) => (b). Let G = E~ and let p E peG). Then for some metrizable
absolutely convex compactoid set A in E we have p ~ p A, where
PA: G -+ [0, (0), PA(f) = sup If(x)l·
XEA
Let A E OC with IAI > 1. By [24, Proposition 8.2], there exists a sequence (x n ) C AA
with X n -+ 0 in E such that A is contained in the closed absolutely convex hull X of
the set {x n : n EN}. Put H = ker PA. The operator
is well defined and linear. For f E G we have
max If(xn)1 ~ IAlpA(f) ~ IAI sup If(x)1 = IAImax If(xn)l,
n XEX n
so
IIT(f + H) 1100 ~ IAlpA(f + H) ~ IAIIIT(f + H)lIoo.
Thus the normed space (G/ H, PA) is isomorphic to a subspace of the Banach
space co, so it is ofcountable type. Let Un +H: n E N} be a linearly dense countable
subset of (G / H, PA). Then the set Un + ker p: n E N} is linearly dense in the
normed space G p- It follows that G is of countable type.
(b) => (a). Let A be an absolutely convex compactoid set in E. Let G, PA, H
and Un + H: n EN} be as above. Put F = [A]. Then A is a compactoid set in F
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([24, Lemma 8.1]) and F is of countable type ([25, Proposition 4.3]). Clearly the
functional
II· IIA: F ' -+ [0, (0), g -+ sup Ig(x)1
XEA
is a norm on F'. The set UnIF: n EN} is linearly dense in (F', II . IIA). Indeed, let
! E F' and E > O. By Lemma I there exists 1 EE' with II! -lIFIIA ~ E. Moreover,
there exists g E [Un: n EN}] with PAcl- g) ~ E. Hence II! - glFIiA ~ E and
glF E [UnIF: n EN}].
Thus (F', II . II A) is of countable type. It follows that A is metrizable in E by
[12, Lemma 1.1]. Indeed, A is metrizable in a(F, F '), by [7, Lemma 2.4]. Using
Theorems 4.4 and 5.12 of [24] we obtain that A is metrizable in F, so in E. Hence
all compactoid sets in E are metrizable. 0
Let E be a polar I.c.s. Since Ea = (E, aCE, E '» is of finite type, it has
no subspace isomorphic to co; so every bounded set in Ea is compactoid [11,
Corollary 6.7]. It follows that (Ea)~ = E~. Thus, using Theorem 2, we get the
following known result [24, Theorem 8.3]:
The strong dual E~ of a polar I.c.s. E is ofcountable type if and only if every
bounded set in E is a (E, E'v-metrizable.
By Theorem 2 and its proof we get as well the following corollary.
Corollary 3. For a l.c.s. E the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) Every compactoid set in E is metrizable.
(b) For every subspace F ofcountable type in E the space F; is ofcountable type.
For 0' = (O'n), 13 = (1311) E NN we write 0' ~ 13 if O'n ~ f3n for all n EN. A family
(A" )"ENN of sets is increasing if A", C AfJ for all 0',13 E NN with 0' ~ 13. Similarly
we define a decreasing family (A"')"ENN of sets. By a resolution of a set A we
mean an increasing family (A")"ENN of subsets of A with U{A,,: 0' E NN} = A.
A resolution (A" )"ENN of a I.c.s. E is compactoid [bounded] ifthe sets A", 0' E NN,
are compactoid [bounded] in E.
In order to prove our next result we shall need the following known fact
([17, Lemma 2.1]; see also the proof of [14, Theorem 3.3]); to keep the paper
self-contained we give its simple proof.
Lemma 4. Let (A")"ENN be a resolution ofan uncountable set A. Then for some
Y E NN the set A y is infinite.
Proof. We can choose a sequence (kn ) of positive integers such that the set
is uncountable for every n EN. Let Xn E (B; \ {Xi: 1 ~ i < n}) for n = 1,2,3, ....
Then for every n E N there exists f3n = (f3n,i) E NN such that x; E AfJll and f3ll,i = k,
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for 1 ~ i ~ n. Let Yi :::::: sUPntln.i for i EN. Then Y :::::: (Yi) E Nl\! and tln ~ Y for
n E N. Hence (xn ) CAy, so A y is infinite. 0
We recall the concept of a t-frame for a normed non-archimedean space E =
(E, II· II), see [13]. Let t E (0, I], and let X C (E \ {On. The set X is called a t-
frame iffor each n EN and distinct Xl, X2, ... , x n E X we have VOI(XI, x2, ... ,Xn ) ~
t n- l TI7=1 II x i II, where VOI(XI, x2, ... , Xn ) = IIxlll TI7=2 disti.r., [{Xl, ... ,Xi-I}D· It
is clear that every t-frame in E is a linearly independent set. Using this concept
we get the following useful result (which is a non-archimedean counterpart of [22,
Theorem]).
Proposition 5. A l.c.s. E with a compactoid resolution (Aa)aEl\!N is ofcountable
type.
Proof. Let p E P(E) and 1et"lfp: E -7 Ep be the quotient map. Put Ca = "lfp(A a )
for a E Nl\!. Then (Ca)aEl\!N is a compactoid resolution of the normed space
Ep = (E p , p). Fix t E (0, 1). Suppose that Ep contains an uncountable t-frame X;
without loss of generality we may assume that p(x) ~ 1 for all x EX. By Lemma 4
the compactoid set Ca n X is infinite for some a E NN; it is in contradiction
with [13, Proposition 2.2]. Thus every t-frame in Ep is countable and we may
apply [13, Theorem 2.5] to deduce that the normed space E p is of countable type.
Consequently the whole space E is of countable type. 0
Corollary 6. If every bounded subset ofa metrizable i.c.s. E is compactoid, then
E is ofcountable type.
Proof. Let (Un) be a base of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero in E. Let




Clearly, (Aa)aENN is a bounded resolution of E; so (Aa)aENN is a compactoid
resolution. By Proposition 5 the space E is of countable type. 0
Last result yields the following well-known fact [13, Theorem 3.1].
Corollary 7. Every Frechet-Montel space is ofcountable type.
Using [25, Proposition 4.4] we get the following observation.
Remark 8. Let A be a subset of a l.c.s. E. If every countable subset of A is
compactoid then A is compactoid.
Indeed, it is easy to see that every countable subset of co A is compactoid. Hence,
by [25, Proposition 4.4], the set co A is compactoid.
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We will need the following fact which follows from [24, Lemma 10.6] and [25,
Proposition 4.5]; we add its short proof.
Lemma 9. For a l.c.s. E every equicontinuous set A in E' is compactoid in E~.
Proof. There exists a neighbourhood U of zero in E such that A C UO. The set
UO is compactoid in E~ by [19, Theorem 4.2]. Applying [24, Lemma 10.6] one
gets that the topologies aCe', E) and c(E', E) coincide on U Q • Finally using [25,
Proposition 4.5] we deduce that the set UO is compactoid in E~. 0
Making use of Lemma 9, Proposition 5 and Corollary 3 we get our next theorem.
Theorem 10. Let E be a I.e.s. with a £-base (U"')"'ENN. Then every compactoid set
in E is metrizable.
Proof. Let F be a subspace of countable type in E. Put V", = U", n F for a E NN.
Clearly, (V"')"'ENN is a £-base in F. Then (V;)aENN is a compactoid resolution of F;.
By Proposition 5, the space F; is of countable type. Corollary 3 completes the
proof. 0
Last theorem applies to get the following result proved in [12, Theorem 3.1].
Corollary 11. Every compactoid set in a (LM)-space E is metrizable.
Proof. Let (En) be an inductive sequence ofmetrizable I.c.s. such that E = lim En.
----->
Let (Un.d~l be a decreasing base of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero
in En for n E N. Put
for a = (an) E NN. Using [9, Proposition 1.1.7] one gets easily that (V"')"'ENN is a
£-base in E. Now it is enough to use Theorem 10 to complete the proof. 0
Theorem 10 can be also applied to get the following corollary.
Corollary 12. Let E be a metrizable l.e.s. Then every compactoid set in the strong
dual E~ ofE is metrizable.
Proof. Let (A"')"'ENN be a bounded resolution of E constructed in the proof of
Corollary 6. Then, for every bounded set A in E, there exists a E NN such that
A c A",. Thus (A~)aENN is a £-base in the space E~. Now Theorem 10 applies to
complete the proof. 0
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Denote by .c the family of all locally convex spaces E with a £-base (Ua)aE!\!N.
Clearly all metrizable I.c.s. belong to E, It is easy to check the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 13. Let E e L. Then every subspace F of E belongs to E: If F is a
closed subspace ofE, then E / F e L. The completion ofE belongs to E.
We shall show that the class E is stable also by countable products, locally convex
countable inductive and projective limits and locally convex countable direct sums
as well.
Proposition 14. If(En) c i; then E = n~1 En belongs to L.
Proof. Let (V;)YE!\!N be a £-base in Ek, kEN. Put
al 00
Va = nV; X n e,
k=1 k=al+1
for a = (an) EN!\!. Clearly, the family (Va)aENN is decreasing. Let mEN. Let
Vk be a neighbourhood of zero in Ek and let 13k = Cf3k,n) E NN with V;k C Vk for
1::;; k::;; m, Put
an = max{m, fJI,n, ... , fJm,n}
forn EN. Then a = (an) E NN,al ~ m and a ~ 13k for 1::;; k s; m. Hence
m 00 m 00
Va C nV;k X n e, C nVk X n Ek·
k=1 k=m+1 k=1 k=m+1
It follows that (Va)aE!\!N is a £-base in E; so E e L. 0
Proposition 15. If(En) c t: is an inductive sequence, then lim E, belongs to L.
----+
Proof. Let (Nd be a partition of N into infinite subsets and let 1/Fk: N ~ N be
strictly increasing with 1/Fk(N) = Nk for kEN. If a, fJ E NN with a ::;; fJ, then
a 0 1/Fk ::;; fJ 0 1/Fk
for all kEN. Note that the map tp : NN ~ (NN)N defined by
<pea) = (a 0 1/Fd
is injective. Moreover, tp is a surjection, Indeed, for fJ = (fJk) E (NN)N we put
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for n E Nk, kEN; then
a: N -+ N, n -+ a(n),
and q;(a) = 13. Let
(V;)YENN
be a decreasing base of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero in Ek for kEN.




is a neighbourhood ofzero in E [9, Proposition 1.1.7]. We claim that (Va)aENN is
a £-base in E = lim En. Indeed, let V be a neighbourhood of zero in E. Then for
--*
every kEN there exists a neighbourhood Vk of zero in Ek such that
by [9, Proposition 1.1.7]. Let 13k E NN with V;k C Vk, kEN. Then 13 = (13k) E
(NN)N, so 13 = q;(a) for some a E NN. Hence
00 00
Va = L V;k C L Vk C V.
k=l k=l
Thus (Va)aENN is a £-base in E, so we proved that E E E, 0
Last Proposition 15 easily yields the following corollary.
Corollary 16. If (En) C L, then the locally convex direct sum E = EB~l En
belongs to £ as well.
The Propositions 13 and 14 yield also the corollary.
Corollary 17. If (En) C E is a projective sequence of l.c.s., then the projective
limit lim En belongs to E.
<--
It seems to be very likely that (D F)-spaces need not belong to the class £.
Nevertheless, we prove also that compactoid sets in (DF)-spaces are metrizable.
Recall that a I.c.s. E is a (DF)-space if it has a fundamental sequence (Rn ) of
bounded sets and for every sequence (Vn ) of absolutely convex neighbourhoods
of zero in E such that the set V = n~l Vn is bornivorous, V is a neighbourhood
of zero in E.
We shall need the following additional facts which use some tensor machinery.
By K = (K, I . I) we denote the spherical completion of K constructed in [23].
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Let E be a I.c.s. over K We equip the tensor product H = Jk 18> E with the locally
IK-convex topology it induced by the lK-seminorms I . 118> p, where p E P(E) and
(1·118> p)(z) = inf! max laiIp(Xi): n EN and z= tai 18> XiI
"i'n .,=1
for all z E H, see [9, 2.4.3]. We can consider H as a Jk-linear space by extending
the multiplication by the formula
Jk x H --+ H,
It is easy to check that I· 118> p is a Jk-seminorm on H for every p E P(E). Thus
the topology tt is locally Jk-convex. The sets co(U 18> V), where U and V are
neighbourhoods of zero in Jk and E, respectively, form a base of neighbourhoods
of zero in H. The map
<I>:E--+ H, X--+ I 18> x,
is IK-linear and it is a homeomorphism into.
Lemma 18. IfE is a (D F)-space over the field IK, then the space H = Jk 18> E is a
(DF)-space over Jk.
Proof. Put B = {a E Jk: lal ~ I} and let (B n ) be a fundamental sequence of
bounded sets in E. By [9, 2.4.3.(III)], every bounded set in H is contained in
co(B 18> W) for some bounded set W in E. Thus (co(B 18> Bn )) is a fundamental
sequence ofbounded sets in H.
Let (Un) be a sequence of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero in H
such that the set U = n~, Un is bomivorous in H. Clearly, Vn = <I>-L(Un)
is an absolutely convex neighbourhood of zero in E for every n E 1':1. The set
V = n~, Vn is bornivorous in E. Indeed, let A be a bounded set in E. Then B 18> A
is bounded in H so B 18> A C al! for some a E i. Let fJ E]I( with IfJl ~ [o]. Thus
B 18> A c fJ U and
A C <1>-1 (B 18> A) C fJ<I>-1 (U) = fJV.
Since E is a (D F)-space, so V is a neighbourhood of zero in E. Hence co(B 18> V)
is a neighbourhood of zero in H. Moreover,
00 00
118> V c n 118> Vn C nUn = U.
n=1 n=1
For all a E B and x E V we have
a 18> X =a(ll8>x) EaU C U.
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Thus
co(B ® V) C U,
so U is a neighbourhood of zero in H. Thus H is a (DF)-space over IK. 0
Theorem 19. Every compactoid set in a (DF)-space E is metrizable.
Proof. First we show that every countable bounded subset F = Un: n EN) of Ebis
equicontinuous. Put Fn = {Ii: 1:::;; i :::;; n} for n EN. Then °F = n~l °Fn . Clearly
n
°r; = n fk-1(Boc)
k=l
is an absolutely convex neighbourhood of zero in E for n EN. Moreover, °F is a
bomivorous set in E. Indeed, let B be a bounded set in E. Then for some a E lK we
have Fe aBo, so
Thus °F is a neighbourhood ofzero in E, so F is equicontinuous. Now we consider
two cases:
(1) E is polar. Let (Bn ) be a fundamental sequence of bounded sets in E and let
fJ ElK with IfJl > 1. Set
00
A a = nfJakBk
k=l
for a = (ad E NN. Clearly (Aa)aENN is a bounded resolution of Eb.By Lemma 9,
every countable subset of Aa , a E NN, is compactoid in E~. Thus, by Remark 8, E~
has a compactoid resolution. Using Proposition 5 we deduce that E~ is ofcountable
type. It follows that compactoid sets in E are metrizable.
(2) E is notpolar. Then lK is not spherically complete. By Lemma 18, H = IK ® E
is a polar (D F)-space over the field IK. Let A be a compactoid set in E. Then 1 ® A
is a compactoid set in H. By (1), 1 ® A is a metrizable subset of H. Hence A is
metrizable, because it is homeomorphic to 1 ® A. 0
By the proof of Theorem 19 we get the following remark.
Remark 20. For any polar (D F)-space E the dual E~ has a compactoid resolution.
Finally, in connection to Proposition 5 we shall prove that any metrizable I.c.s. of
countable type has a compactoid resolution.
We shall say that a compactoid resolution (Sa)aENN ofa I.c.s. E is strong if every
compactoid set in E is contained in some Sa. Clearly every hemicompacoid space
(i.e. a I.c.s. having a fundamental sequence (Sn) of compactoid sets) has a strong
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compactoid resolution. Recall also that a separable metric space X admits a strong
compact resolution if and only ifit is complete (see [5, Theorem 3.3]).
Theorem 21. Every metrizable l.c.s. E ofcountable type has a strong compactoid
resolution (Sa) aeNN.
Proof. (A). First we show that Co has a compactoid resolution. By [8, Corol-
lary 3.7], a subset A of Co is compactoid if and only if there exists (Yk) E Co such
that for all (x n ) E A and kEN we have IXkl :::; IYkI.
(AI). Assume that (K, I . D= (Qp, I· Ip) for some prime number p. Then Co is
separable. By [27, Theorem 3], there exists a homeomorphism 0/:NN -+ Co. Let
for a = (an) E NN; A a is compact, so it is compactoid in Co. Clearly, Aa C A,B,
if a:::; fJ; thus (Aa)aeNN is a compactoid resolution of Co. Let a E NN. Then there
exists ta = (ta,n) E Co such that IXnIp :::; Ita.nIp for all x = (Xj) E Aa, n EN. Let
for n E N. Then SOl,n :::; ItOl,n Ip for n EN, so sa,n -+n O. If a, fJ E NN and a :::; fJ, then
Sa,n :::; s,B,n for n EN.
(A2). Now let lK be arbitrary. Let
BOI = {(Yn) E Co: IYn I :::; SOI,n for n EN}
for a E NN. Clearly, Ba C B,B if a:::; fJ. Let (Yn) E Co and AE Qp with IAlp > 1.
Thus there exists (x n ) C Qp such that
IYn I :::; IXnIp :::; IAl p IYn I
for n E No Hence Ixnl p -+ 0, so (x n) E A OI for some a E NN. Then (Yn) E BOI . It
follows that (BOI)OIeNl'i is a resolution of Co. Let Y ElK with IYI > 1. Let a E NN.
Then there exists (o/a,n) elK with
Sa,n :::; Il/!a,nI :::; IY ISa,n
for n EN. Hence (l/!OI,n) E Co and IYnl :::; Il/!a,nl for all (Yj) E BOI •n EN. Thus BOI is
compactoid in co. Let B be a compactoid set in co. Then there exists (Zn) E Co such
that IYnl :::; IZnl for all (Yj) E B, n E N. For some a E NN we have (Zn) E BOI. Hence
IZnl :::; Sa.n for n E No It follows that Be Ba. We have shown that (BOI)OIeNl'i is a
strong compactoid resolution of Co.
(B). Now we show that c~ has a strong compactoid resolution. Let
be the bijection constructed in the proof of Proposition 15. For a E NN we put
DOl = n~1 Ban, where (an) = ({I(a); clearly DOl C D,B if a:::; fJ.
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Let D be a compactoid set in c~. Let
for kEN. Then Dk = 7fk(D) is a compactoid set in Co and D C n~, Di, For every
kEN there exists yk E I'lN such that Dk C Byk. Let a E NN with qJ(a) = (yk). Then
00
Dc nByk =Da ·
k=1
It follows that
By [6, Proposition 1.7] we get that (Da)aENN is a strong compactoid resolution
ofc~.
(C). Let F be a subspace of c~. Then
form a strong compactoid resolution of F. By [10, Remark 3.6], E is isomorphic to
a subspace of c~, so it has a strong compactoid resolution (Sa )aENN. D
Remark 22. If the field II( is locally compact, the proofofTheorem 21 goes easier.
Indeed, in this case E is separable and every compactoid set in E is precompact.
Let F be the completion of E. For a dense sequence (x n ) in F and a = (ak) E NN
we put
00 ak
Ka := nU B(xj,k-1) ,
k=l j=l
where B(xi- k- 1) is the closed ball in the metric space F with the center at point x j
and radius k- 1. It is not hard to check that (Ka)aENN is a strong compact resolution
of F. Consequently (Ka n E)aENN is a strong compactoid resolution of E.
Proposition 5 combined with Theorem 21 yields the following characterization
of metrizable l.c.s, of countable type.
Corollary 23. For a metrizable l.c.s. E the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) E is ofcountable type.
(ii) E admits a compactoid resolution.
(iii) E admits a strong compactoid resolution.
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